The 3rd All-Abkhazian
Aristocratic Congress

“ABAZA”
October 18-21, 2012, Sochi, “Zhemchuzhina” hotel

The next forum of nobility will be held on October 18-21, 2012 at “Zhemchuzhina”
hotel, Sochi. The same place and the same room as last times will host the congress. This
is becoming a tradition.
The event is organized by a tourist company Aqua-Abaza, which is expecting the
arrival of noble families’ representatives from not only the former Abkhazian
principality, but also other big historical regions of Abkhazia: Abaziniya (collectively
aschua and aschharua in modern Karachaevo-Cherkessia), Dzhigetiya (Sochi and
Adler region: coastal Sadz, mountain Sadz-Ubykh) and Medoveya (Pskhu, Ahchipsy,
Aibga and Chvizha). That is why congress status is defined as all-Abkhazian.
Among the congress participants are the representatives of noble families: Chachba,
Chachba-Shervashidze, Shervashidze, Loo, princes Achba, Marschan, Aubla, Gechba,
Tsanba, Aredba, Dzapsch-Ipa, Inal-Ipa, Chabalurhva, Chkhotua, Emhaa, Loch, Brak,
Dzhalkan, Mas- Ipa, Darmilov, Zaurumov, Khudakirov, Dzhantemirov, Klychev and nobles
Maan (Aganov, Yaganov), Tramov, Lakerbay, Zvanba, Tabulov, Latsushba, Lafishevy,
Gonovy, Tlisov, Dzyba, Ionov, Khuranov, Eshba, descendants of others aristocratic families.
Some of them are not ethnic Abkhazians (Shapsugs, Abadzehs, Kabardian, Cherkess,
Adyghe), but respect their Abkhazian roots. The forum will be attended by the figures that
are actively involved in the preservation and promotion of aristocratic heritage.

As usually, the descendants of the Abazian nobility from Karachayevo-Cherkesiya
are expected to participate in the forum. Of course, there are expected to be many
participants from the Republic of Abkhazia. Turkish delegation will be significantly
expanded. The Russian Federation will be represented by Moscow, St. Petersburg,
Stavropol, Maikop, Nalchik, Sochi, and foreign countries – by Bulgaria (Sofia), Germany,
France. The Aqua -Abaza central office in Moscow has already begun selling the
vouchers to the participants of the congress.
The work of the congress will be covered by the qualified correspondents.
The materials relating to the 3rd All-Abkhazian Aristocratic Congress are presented
on abazaduney.ru, social networks and other media.
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